Abstract. For a tangent bundle (TM,r,M), the kernel of the differential T* of the projection r defines the vertical subbundle VTM of the bundle (TTM, ttm > TM). A supplement HTM of it is called a horizontal subbundle or a nonlinear connection on M, (R. Miron and M. Anastasiei, [5] ). The direct decomposition TTM = HTM® VTM gives rise to a natural almost product structure P on the manifold TM. A general method to associate to P a framed /(3, -l)-structure of any corank is pointed out. When we endow M with a regular Lagrangian L and use as the nonlinear connection that canonically induced by L, a framed /(3, -l)-structure P2 of corank 2 naturally appears on TM. This reduces to that found by us in [3] when L = F 2 , for F the fundamental function of a Pinsler space W 1 -(M,F). Then we show that on some conditions for L the restriction of P2 to the submanifold L = 1 of TqM is an almost paracontact structure on this submanifold.
A framed /(3,
(1-6) Pl~Pm = 0.
Proof. The equality (1.6) follows from (1.5). In order to prove that rankPm = 2n -m, we show that kerPTO is spanned by the vector fields (a), a = 1,..., r, a = 1,2,..., s, r + s = m. By (1.5), Span(£a, Ca) is contained in kerP m . For proving the converse inclusion, let be
hence Z e Span(£ Q , Qa a Theorem 1.2 says that the framed /(3, -l)-structure T m is of corank m. The term /(3, -l)-structure is suggested by (1.6). We refer to the book [4] for an account of framed /(3, -l)-structures and the other related structures.
The existence of Tm is heavily based on the existence of linearly independent vector fields Cain the next section we shall exhibit a natural framed /(3, -l)-structure on TM when M is a Lagrange manifold. From now on we restrict our considerations to
TQM.
We consider the vector fields We consider TQM as a Riemannian manifold with the Sasaki metric (2.7)
G(x,y) = gijdx* <g> dx j + gijSy i <g> 6y j .
One easily checks that (2.8)
CJ(X) = G(X, 0, r?(X) = G(X, 0 VX e *(T 0 M).
We state THEOREM 
The Riemannian metric G satisfies (2.9) G(P 2 X,P 2 Y) = G(X t Y)-u(X)«i(Y)-ri(X)ri(y) VX,y € X(T 0 M).
Proof. First, we notice that G(£,0 = G(C>0 = 1 and G (£,0 = 0 and we
have that G(PX, 0 = u(PX) = G(PX,() = -rj(X) by (2.8) and Lemma 1.2. Then we have

G(PX -cj(x)t + n(XK, PY -+ 77P00 = g(px, py)--<v(Y)G(PX, 0 + r,(Y)G(PX, 0 -u{X)G{PY, 0 + w(X)a/(y)+ +7 7 (X)G(Py, 0 + r?(X)77(y) = G(X, y) -W (A>(y) -r,(X)v(Y), because of G(PX, PY) = G(X, Y). q.e.d. Theorem 2.3 says us that [T 2 ,G) is a Riemannian framed /(3, -1)-structure on TQM.
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On structures induced by TI on the indicatrix bundle over TQM
The set IB = {(x, y) e TQM | L(x, y) = 1} is a (2n-l)-dimensional submanifold of TQM. We call it the indicatrix bundle of the Lagrange manifold L N = (M, L), extending a term used in Finsler geometry. We consider again TQM as a Riemannian manifold with the Sasaki metric G.
We axe interested to find the unit normal vector field to IB. We recall that = 1 and G((, C) = 1. As for L -F 2 it is known that C is the unit normal vector field to IB, we look for conditions on L such that C, to be the unit normal vector field for the indicatrix bundle of the We show now that the so-called v?-Lagrangians introduced and studied by P.L. Antonelli and D. Hrimiuc, [2] , fulfill the conditions (3.5).
M. GîrÇu
Let F n = (M, F) be a Finsler space and tp : IR+ -> IR a function of class C°°. Assume that <p has the properties:
Then L := <p(F 2 ) is a regular Lagrangian on TqM called the ^-Lagrangian associated to F n . The yj-Lagrangians were discovered looking for Lagrangians that generate the same spray as F 2 . A first class of such Lagrangians was found and studied by M. Anastasiei and P.L. Antonelli, [1] .
As the Lagrangians L = <p{F 2 ) and F 2 define the same spray (G 1 ), by (2.2) they define the same nonlinear connection. We have ¿¿L = <p'(F 2 )6iF 2 = 0. Hence the first condition (3.5) holds for any (^-Lagrangian. 
